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 DIFFERENCES IN CONSTRUCTION, FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT
 AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AMONG UGANDAN PRIMARY
 SCHOOLS

 STEPHEN P. HEYNEMAN

 This study sets out to clarify two questions within the context of a non-industrial
 society's educational system: (1) In what areas would there be measurable variation
 in physical facilities between primary schools? (2) Is any of this variation statisti-
 cally related to the academic performance of children on the national selection
 examination (PLE) used for entrance into senior secondary school? The discussion
 would support those who hold that, especially in environments of material poverty,
 school facilities can make a difference. But aside from reporting a number of signi?
 ficant correlations, the paper explores an additional theory relevant to other edu?
 cational survey research efforts: that the physical existence of a piece of equipment
 in a school may not be as critical for understanding achievement as knowing how
 and by what means it got there.

 Diese Studie bezweckte zwei Fragen uber das Schulwesen einer nicht industriali-
 sierten Gesellschaft zu kldren: (1) was fur messbare Unterschiede in der Ausstattung
 von Primarschulen bestehen; (2) ob ein statistisch relevanter Zusammenhang
 zwischen solchen Unterschieden und der Leistung der Kinder bei der staatlichen
 Abschlussprufung, die als Auswahl fur Zulassung zur Oberschule benutzt wird,
 festzustellen ist. Die Untersuchung ergab einige signifikante Korrelationen, aus
 denen hervorzugehen scheint, dass besonders in armen Gegenden die Ausstattung
 der Schule die Ergebnisse verbessern kann. Ausserdem wird die auch fiir andere
 Erhebungsforschungen auf dem Gebiet des Bildungswesens relevante Theorie auf-
 gestellt, dass das einfache Vorhandensein eines Ausrustungsstucks in einer Schule
 weniger entscheidend fur das Verstandnis ihrer Leistung sein kann als das Warum
 und Wie seiner Anschaffung.

 Cette etude fut effectuee, pour clarifier deux questions qui se posent dans le con?
 texte d'un systeme educatif d'une societe non-industrielle: (1) dans quels domaines
 y aurait-il des variations mesurables dans les equipements physiques entre les ecoles
 primaires et (2) si n'importe quelle partie de cette variation serait liee statistique-
 ment au rendement academique des enfants lors de l'examen national de selection
 (PLE) utilise pour acceder au degre superieur. La discussion appuierait ceux qui
 estiment, que les equipements et batiments scolaires peuvent etablir une difference
 surtout dans Ventourage de pauvrete materielle. Mais non content de mentionner
 un certain nombre de correlations importantes, le rapport examine aussi une theorie
 complementaire relative a autres efforts de recherches sur les etudes en education.
 Cette theorie est la suivante: que Vexistence physique d'un equipment dans une
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 ecole ne peut pas ? pour comprendre le rendement ? etre aussi critique que de
 savoir comment et par quels moyens il est parvenu dans cette ecole.

 When Arthur Wise used the term "rich schools and poor schools", he
 referred to how much money each school spent on each child; when
 the Equality of Educational Opportunity. (Coleman) Report spoke of
 "equality", equivalence was defined in terms of the distribution of
 items such as teacher characteristics and physical facilities.1 Since
 we have previously argued that teachers, who constitute the most
 expensive category, were spread evenly between Ugandan schools,2
 we have in effect argued that by both definitions, expenditures were
 rather equitably spread. The following discussion however, considers
 an additional cost category, that of school facilities, and asks which
 items are present in some schools but not in others, and whether the
 differences are related to the school's academic achievement on the

 Primary Leaving Examination ? the national selection for entrance
 into senior secondary school.
 To test these questions, in 1972 a random sample of 67 primary
 schools was taken from five of the most diverse districts in Uganda
 (North and South Karamoja, West Buganda, Bugisu, and Toro), and
 all three urban areas of the country (Kampala/Entebbe, Mbale/Tororo,
 and Jinja). These schools represented 10.7 per cent of all schools, and
 12.6 per cent of all the grade seven (P7) pupils from the sample districts.

 Sources of Variance in School Facilities

 As would be true over most of the world, Ugandan classrooms were
 rectangular. A teacher would face rows of usually fixed desks, could
 walk down an aisle, work at a front blackboard, and have space enough
 to position his office-styled desk at the front of the class. The layout
 of every classroom was virtually identical.
 Also standard was grade structure. Each grade lasted one year, with
 promotion virtually automatic up to P6.3 Each grade had its own teach?
 er, and its own classroom. The one-grade/one-room/one-teacher concept
 had already been accepted as the goal for each school by both religious
 and private authorities before independence. Schools which had not yet
 met their own expectations by 1962, soon put in efforts to improve
 facilities to meet government standards and so receive government aid.4
 By the time of the survey, the Ministry of Education's Inspectorate
 Division required that buildings be "safely constructed" and if made of
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 UGANDAN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 37

 mud, periodically reconstructed.5 Model blueprints were supplied free
 of charge for new buildings: classrooms, teachers' houses, and latrines.
 Schools which lapsed in maintenance stood a chance of losing govern?
 ment aid. Each school levied a tax called a "building fund" from each
 set of parents each year. Ranging from 20 to 70 shillings, the fund was
 banked with the District Education Officer (DEO) and, if given his
 written consent, spent periodically for new construction.
 Few, if any, thatched roofs remained among P7 schools. School buil?

 dings (except latrines) had tin roofs and were constructed from one of
 four materials of increasing cost and quality: hardened mud, sun-baked
 brick, oven-baked (Kanjanssi) brick, and in a few cases, cement block.
 Since Kanjansii bricks were manufactured at only one site (ten miles
 from Kampala on the Entebbe Road), the rarity of schools which could
 afford a Kanjansii brick building were as much a function of transport
 as of manufacturing costs. Most schools which fell into the sample were
 found to have buildings with differing construction materials: either
 hardened mud or sun-baked brick.6 The material chosen by a school's
 management committee seemed sometimes to be a function of the
 amount of money in the building fund at the time construction was
 decided upon. The presence of a Kanjansii-brick classroom building at
 the fifth lowest-scoring school in the sample7 would be one indication
 of how little the materials of construction was related to school acade?
 mic achievement.8

 School Furnishings. All schools need desks, chairs, and benches.
 Before government management, headmasters or mission supervisors
 were responsible for finding a local carpenter who could estimate costs
 and buy enough wood to manufacture and maintain furniture for the
 local school. At the time of the 1972 survey, however, the process had
 changed. The new pattern was for the District Education Officer to
 choose a firm in the district capital to build and supply furniture to all
 schools in the district. Prices and quality were fixed at the district level,
 but style varied little between districts. Desks and seats were typically
 of two types: individual wooden desks with individual chairs, and
 wooden desk-bench units for pairs of pupils.9 A child reaching P6,
 could count upon adequate seating and desk space in any school. Below
 P6, however, it was common to find three or four children squeezed
 into a desk designed for two. Occasionally P4 or P5-sized equipment
 was utilized in P6 or P7 classrooms; though giving each child a place,
 it cramped the knees and arms of the larger children. Pl and P2 children
 often had small tables and chairs which could be moved around to suit
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 an art or an arithmetic lesson as the teacher wished. Thirty percent of
 the Pl classrooms had no desks or tables. In these cases the small chil?

 dren would sit on grass or banana fiber mats, spreading their chalk
 writing slates across their knees dusty from the sandy floor. In Pl and
 P2, textbooks were rare, but this absence was met through the use of
 bottletop abacuses, magazine cutout picture books, clay figures, and
 play "stores" stocked with empty tins, cartons and other commercially
 manufactured household equipment. Items normally found in industrial
 society classrooms such as crayons, drawing paper, paper cups, paint,
 individualized work books, and manufactured toys were virtually non-
 existent.10

 School Fees and School Accounts. Before government management
 of primary education, schools in the more prosperous areas or where
 parents were willing to pay more for better education, could, with the
 permission of their religious denominations, charge more than in poorer
 areas, or in areas of equal wealth where parents wished to make less of
 an effort. Recently however, the central government standardized the
 charges for school attendance,11 and therefore school fees did not vary
 between schools regardless of the parents' willingness or ability to pay.
 Variance in School Facilities and the Relationship to School Achieve-
 ment. However, despite considerable standardization, variation in facili?
 ties still existed due to three factors: the lingering differences between
 both individual schools and religious denominations created in the
 period previous to centralized control, new inequalities in supply distri-
 bution12, and the differences in preference or effort resulting from deci?
 sions still residing at the level of the local school. For example, the
 quantity of textbooks versus other needed supplies, or investment in a
 new roof versus some new desks, are among the decisions left to the
 headmasters and the local management committees.
 Regardless of the origin of variation, our purpose was to measure
 which and whether differences in facilities were related to school

 academic achievement. It was noted whether a school had anything that
 might be called a "library" ? usually a closet or a shelf in the back of
 the room where some books or pamphlets were kept. No distinctions
 were made between books which were old, torn, unused, or culturally
 and linguistically inappropriate.13 A requisite for being called a library
 was the possibility of taking a book home. Extra copies of textbooks
 were not counted as library books. Seventeen schools [21?lo ) had what
 was defined as a library. Most had but a few books, and often they were
 duplicates. Thus, when the presence of a library in these 17 schools was
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 correlated with their mean school achievement, it was not surprising
 to find the relationship almost non-existent (r= .05).
 But in addition, a count was made of all non-library books to which

 a child had access in Pl and P7: each textbook, each reader (in English
 and the vernaculars), each workbook, each reference and each teacher's
 book in each of eight academic subjects. These were totalled for both
 Pl and P7 and then divided by the number of pupils enrolled in each
 class. The resulting ratio of books per child was then correlated with
 mean school achievement. In Pl, the ratio of books/child did not de-
 monstrate any relationship with achievement (r = .01), but the ratio of
 books/P7 pupils, by comparison, indicated an association (r = .243;
 p. < .06) worthy of some note.
 In Table 1, one can observe three additional facilities whose presence

 in a school elicited positive and statistically significant associations with
 academic achievement on the Primary Leaving Examination. These
 were: Boarding Facilities (r = .190), a School Farm (r = .225), and a
 Duplicating Machine (r = .330).14

 Table 1

 Mean Characteristics of Schools with and without Duplicators

 Characteristic

 P7 Paternal Education

 P7 Paternal Occupation
 P7 Possessions in the Home
 Teacher Grade

 Teacher Experience
 Teacher English Competence
 Frequency of English Heard in

 the Teacher's Childhood Home
 Teachers' Parental Education

 Because boarding facilities were present in only nine percent of the
 schools and a duplicating machine in 74 percent of the schools, there is
 little interrelationship between these two variables; they are largely
 independent (r = .167 (p < .097). When added together, the resulting
 coefficient of their combined presence to achievement was .338, only
 a slight increase from .330.

 The relationship between boarding facilities and mean school achieve-
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 ment was not difficult to understand. Two of the most well-endowed,

 prestigious and academically selective primary schools in the country
 fell into the sample.15 Furthermore, the other boarding facilities,
 located in the Karamoja Districts, had especially strong relationships
 with academic performance because of the pupils' higher rates of
 repeating and the preschool selectivity of the region as a whole.16
 The positive and rather important relationship between academic
 achievement and a duplicating machine could not be explained as
 easily. In understanding this, it was valuable to explore some of the
 characteristics of the 25 percent (N = 17) of the sample schools
 which did not have a duplicator. Four of the 17 were private schools
 whose low-aptitude pupils scored lower on measures of achievement
 than any other school affiliate category. Also, all the schools without
 a duplicator were situated in Kampala (the four private schools),
 Karamoja, West Buganda, and Toro ? in fact, in all the sample districts
 except Bugisu. Surprisingly, there was no school in Bugisu District
 (23 percent of the sample) without a duplicator.
 Though one might expect schools without diplicators to demonstrate
 lower means, few, if any differences could be found on any of the
 measures of pupil socio-economic status, teacher quality, or on seven
 other school measures (Table 2). In fact, contrary to expectations, the
 schools without duplicators appeared higher both on the scales of
 Teacher Parental Education and the Frequency of English Heard in the
 Teachers' Childhood Home. Thus, other measured school characteristics
 did not seem to add to our understanding of the positive relationship
 between schools with duplicators and school achievement.

 Table 2

 The Presence of Physical Facilities and their Correlations with Mean School Achieve?
 ment

 N = 67

 Duplicating Machine
 School Farm

 Boarding Facilities
 Ratio of Books/P7 Pupils
 School Library

 Acquisition of a Facility: A Symbol of School Health? A duplicator
 was the most expensive piece of equipment a Ugandan primary school
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 would be likely to own. This was especially true in the case of rural and
 isolated schools, where often a duplicator was displayed proudly in the
 headmaster's office as a symbol of personal competence and technical
 modernity. Perhaps in gathering sufficient funds to purchase a machine,
 the headmaster, the teachers and/or the parents were demonstrating an
 ability to organize and cooperate in addition to showing pride and con?
 cern for the local school and motivation toward academic achievement.

 Bugisu District schools were an exception. In 1971, every school in
 the district was issued with (and charged for) a new duplicator ? regard?
 less of the school's financial status, or whether the school desired to

 have a duplicator or not. A year after the machines had been distributed,
 we found several broken and a larger number unused because the school
 couldn't afford (or hadn't received) the necessary paper and ink supplies.
 In one or two schools the new duplicator had actually supplemented
 one already present. Clearly, the decision by the Bugisu District Educa?
 tion Officer to purchase and distribute a duplicator for every school
 had little to do with an individual school's motivation.

 We were curious to know whether or not the positive association be?
 tween a duplicator and school achievement was due solely to the
 machine's ability to reproduce materials, or whether its presence was
 an indication of something in addition. To test this, it was hypothesized
 that if schools in Bugisu District were excluded from the correlation
 statistic, the relationship between a duplicator and mean school achieve?
 ment would be strengthened. If the duplicator's influence on achieve?
 ment was attributable only to its physical ability to reproduce materials,
 then excluding Bugisu Schools should have no effect on the correlation.
 However, the expectations were confirmed. The coefficient of .330
 altered to .468 (p < .001) when the 15 Bugisu schools were excluded.
 We suggest that this coefficient of .468 between a duplicator in the

 schools outside Bugisu District and school achievement is an indication
 of school motivation in effecting the purchase of a machine, and not
 necessarily a result of the direct pedagogie value of the equipment. The
 fact that Bugisu District, where duplicators were universally distributed,
 artifically depressed an already definite relationship, indicates to us that
 there is something which the duplicator represents other than the ability
 to reproduce printed matter. This "something" in the case of a duplica?
 tor, and perhaps also measured by the presence of a school farm, may
 be an indirect indication of a school's initiative, and this is definitely
 associated with school academic achievement.
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 Summary

 Alack of variance inhibited the prediction of school achievement
 attributable to differences in school physical construction. A range
 which included the extremities did indeed exist, and was reflected in

 the study's sample. There might have been a half dozen schools in
 Uganda as colorful, physically creative and as well-constructed as any
 of the modern, well-funded "open" schools in England or the United
 States. On the other hand, we knew of some schools with holes in the
 walls, worms in the manure floors, and classrooms cramped with a
 hundred or more children. But the former and the latter were the

 extremes; they were only a handful out of the 2,600 grade seven
 schools, and were insufficient in number to influence a correlation

 coefficient or any measure of central tendency. Being regulated by
 national standards of construction, the fact was that the vast majority
 of P7 schools were rather uniform in physical quality. On the other
 hand, variance in textbooks did exist between schools. The zero-order
 correlation between the ratio of textbooks/P7 pupils, while moderate
 (r = .242), should be watched very closely for it is commonly found
 in other international studies of academic achievement.17

 Lastly, variance existed among schools possessing a duplicating
 machine or a school farm, and the achievement correlations (r = .330
 and .255) were found to be higher for these than with any other physic?
 al characteristics measured. However the fact that the relationship in?
 creased when schools which made no individual effort to acquire their
 machines were excluded, points to the possibility that achievement cor?
 relations may not be caused by an equipment's direct productivity, but
 may be indirect indications of school motivation.
 Recommendations for Future Research. All governments are faced
 with having to choose between competitive plans to allocate scarce
 resources. Clearly, the most needed research is that which will assist
 them in making informed decisions. In education, the tangible benefits
 of supporting non-capital intensive "basic" education are becoming in-
 creasingly obvious. This is a welcome trend derived from the hard-
 learned lessons of the 1960's.18 But even within this trend, the choices
 between competing alternatives are just as vast: teacher-training versus
 more textbooks; technical services or tin roofs; school lunches to com-
 bat malnutrition or special help to the handicapped; and in which lan-
 guages? Knowledge of how each of these influences is affected by one
 another, and independently, how each affects academic achievement
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 can be of very practical benefit to those who are faced with making
 critical choices.

 Educational surveys are an absolutely essential part because it is only
 through a broad view that one can elicit a representative understanding.
 But as this discussion has emphasized, the broad view of quantifiable
 facts is not sufficient without some insight and experience into how and
 why the items got where they were found.
 Future research would be of more benefit to those who wish to maxi-

 mize learning if it could be at least a two stage process: First, a represen?
 tative survey to elicit the breadth of facts necessary to test for the
 widest seiection of interrelationships; and second, an experimental seg?
 ment which could measure over time the influence of characteristics

 which had been isolated by the wider research endeavor as having
 special importance. For example, from the Ugandan study, it would
 seem valuable to test whether and why community schools which are
 asked to decide and purchase improvements for themselves might per?
 form better than schools in which similar improvements had been
 decided for them. Also, the results of having new and exciting texts
 should be tested against controlled schools similar in every way, but
 without new texts.

 Finally, perhaps the relative importance attributable to variance in
 physical facilities should be continually retested. The discussion above
 seems contrary, at least in many categories, to Farrell and Schiefelbein's
 argument that there is more variance to be found in non-industrial
 societies.19 This may be less so in those school systems which are cen?
 trally managed. But whatever the reason, this is a crucial point when
 evaluating the impact of physical facilities on academic achievement
 in lesser developed countries. Because of these contradictions over
 variance, any effort to understand how physical elements are distributed
 within various schools systems is deserving of increased and sustained
 attention.

 NOTES

 1. Arthur E. Wise, Rich Schools, Poor Schools: The Promise of Equal Educational
 Opportunity. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967; James S. Coleman et al.,
 Equality of Educational Opportunity. Washington, D.C.: United States Government
 Printing Office, 1966.

 2. Stephen P. Heyneman, "Changes in Efficiency and in Equity Accruing from
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 Government Involvement in Ugandan Primary Education", African Studies Review,
 (April, 1975).

 3. Passage into P7 could be delayed by a headmaster who worried about his school's
 reputation on the P7 examination and who also could find room for a marginal
 child to repeat.

 4. By "aid" is meant that the government paid the salaries of teachers ? a contri?
 bution of approximately 70 per cent of a school's operating costs and constituting
 a major incentive for complying with the prerequisite regulations governing con?
 struction.

 5. Shortage of staff usually prevented the supposedly annual inspection. However,
 the Inspectorate's report of 34 percent visitation in 1971 was found to be accurate
 within the sample schools. See, The School Inspectorate, Annual Report 1971,
 Kampala: Ministry of Education, 1972, p. 10.

 6. With the exception of schools in the two Karamoja Districts which were construc?
 ted with metal sidings.

 7. Nabusanke Equatorial Institute.

 8. In most areas the locally-produced mud walls and floors, if well maintained,
 were every bit as safe and as pleasant to work in as was any other material. However,
 what was most critically needed was a way to construct walls which would allow
 for the handling of visual aids. Tacks could not be used in mud, brick, or cement
 walls without severe (and needless) damage to the buildings.

 9. The one exception to this were the classrooms of the two Karamoja Districts
 where all desks, chairs, and buildings were constructed of metal. Because wood
 was so scarce, neither wood equipment nor wood building frames (necessary in
 mud construction) was feasible. The cost of transporting wood from Mbale or
 Soroti, the closest centers, to schools as much as 300 miles away prohibited the
 government from purchasing wooden equipment. Besides, we were assured that the
 cost of maintaining wood against termite damage would have been too much for
 the impoverished Karamojan parents. Instead, though the metal classrooms became
 literal ovens in the desert heat, there seemed to be few alternatives.

 10. Ninety-two percent of the Pl children were without shoes on the day of the
 survey's visit to their schools.

 11. Ministry of Education, Circular Number 2/72, Reference Number E1122, and
 S7 E.T.S.

 12. Stephen P. Heyneman, "Changes in Efficiency and in Equity", African Studies
 Review 1975, No. 1. pp. 51-60.

 13. An inspection of these libraries revealed the end result to decades of mission
 and other charity recycling efforts from industrialized societies: Those freckled-
 faced youngsters, Dick, Jane and their Dog Spot are all alive, well, and gathering
 dust in the back of the classrooms in rural Toro and Karamoja.
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 14. With the intention of learning as much as we could about each school, the
 presence of other physical facilities was also noted: a staff room, electricity, a
 football field (field hockey in the case of a girls' school), and whether or not win-
 dow panes (present in all schools) were filled with unbroken glass (present in
 25 percent). All of these elicited positive correlations but with less than a P < .01
 level of statistical significance. However, when all were included, along with a du-
 plicating machine, a farm, and boarding facilities, in a summary scale, the associa-
 tion with achievement (r = .292 (p < .01)) was significant indeed. It is not within
 the scope of this discussion, which concentrates upon the meaning of these various
 facilities, statistically to compare their impact versus other influences on academic
 achievement. For that we would refer the reader to Stephen P. Heyneman, either:
 "Influences on Academic Achievement: A 'Coleman Reportlfrom a Non-Industrial
 Society", Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, June, 1975, or to
 "Influences on Academic Achievement: A Comparison of Results from Uganda and
 More Industrialized Societies", Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the
 American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C., April 1975.

 15. Buddo Jr. and S.N.K, Mehta Arya.

 16. Whether the presence of boarding facilities had an independent effect upon
 academic achievement is a difficult question to answer because of the complexity
 of holding all other intervening influences in control. However, the pattern of
 scores was common to both boarding and non-boarding institutions within the
 Karamojan Districts, leading one to suspect that other explanations, such as pre-
 selectivity, were much more influential. See: Stephen P. Heyneman, "Relationships
 Between Primary School Community and Academic Achievement in Uganda", A
 Paper Presented to the Annual Meeting of the Comparative and International
 Education Society, Toronto, February, 1976.

 17. See Heyneman, "Influences on Academic Achievement: A Comparison of
 Results from Uganda and More Industrialized Societies"; Joseph P. Farrell and
 Ernesto Schiefelbein, "A Comparison of Factors Which Influence Educational
 Achievement in Chile and in Industrial Societies", Paper Presented at the Annual
 Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C.,
 April 1975; and John Simmons and Leigh Alexander, "Determinants of Cognitive
 Achievement in Developing Countries: A Review of the Recent Evidence", Paper
 Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
 Washington, D.C, April 1975.

 18. Though severe differences over the investment in formal education remain,
 there seems to be general agreement that in the 1960's there were over-expectations
 to returns from the most capital-intensive secondary and post-secondary sectors.
 See, for example, Douglas M. Windham, "The Macro-Planning of Education: Why It
 Fails, Why is Survives, and The Alternatives", Comparative Education Review 19,
 June 1975, pp. 187-201; and Michael P. Todaro, "Education and Development:
 A New Look at Old Shibboleths", Comparative Education Review 19, June 1975,
 pp. 225-228.
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 19. Ernesto Schiefelbein, "The Jencks' Impact on Developing Countries", Paper
 Presented at the Workshop on the Economics of Education: Alternative Strategies
 for Investment, Washington, D.C., World Bank, October 10-12, 1973; and Ernesto
 Schiefelbein and Joseph P. Farrell, "Expanding the Scope of Educational Planning:
 The Experience of Chile", Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Interna-
 tional Society of Educational Planners, Mexico City, June, 1973.
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